
Report National Level one day on Seminar Unconventional career opportunities for Pharmacy graduate post graudate students 

Date: 26th June 2021 Saturday 

Mode of seminar: Online (stream yard) 

YouTube Link of seminar recording: https://youtu.be/d40M_60qnCg 
Number of registrations: 1267 

Highlights of seminar 

Introduction to seminar was given by Dr. Nilima A. Thombre Seminar was inguaarated by D. 
Vandana Patravale; chief guest of seminar who motivated participants with her motivational 
words. Principal of institute Dr Kshirsagar addressed the participants and explained the 
objectives and importance of seminar. 

Session 1: Unexplored career opportunities in the Pharma fie 

Session 1 was conducted by eminent speaker Dr. Shalini Gohil (Staff Scientist at 10X 
Genamics, Pleasanton, California USA) and Dr. Hemant Chavan (Toxicologist Sana 
Biotechnology, United states) during which they explained different career opportunities which 
are not explored and guided participants about selection of career path of pharma field. Session 
concluded with question answer. 

Session 2: Diversity in Pharmaceutical career 

Session 2 was conducted by Dr. Shailesh Joshi who is working as a Manager, Manufacturing 
and Packaging at Lupin Ltd, Indore and having 15 years of industrial experience in 
Pharmaceutical manufacturing (production, packaging and product launch). He guided 
participants about career diversity in pharmaceutical field and also explained different sections 
of pharmaceutical industry where students can enter. Session concluded with question answer.

Session 3: Project Management A thread that keeps all pearls together

Session 3 was conducted by Mr. Sharadchandra Wadekar working as a Deputy Manager at 
Stelis Biopharma. Mr. Sharad Wadekar explained the opportunities in project management. He 
also elaborated that how project management can explore the career of individuals in the 
pharmaceutical industries. In his talk, he explained that why project management is needed in 

strategic alignment, leadership, setting of focused objectives, realistic project planning, proper 
execution of project, continues oversight and managing the risk associated with project. 
Session concluded with question answer. 

Dr. Nilima Thombre was convener of seminar. Dr. Sapana Ahirrao and Prof.Smita Kakad was 

co-ordinators of the seminar 
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